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ABSTRACT 
 

Pilgrimage is one of the oldest and most basic forms of population mobility known to human society, and its 

political, social, cultural and economic implications have always been, and continue to be, substantial. The size and 

economic significance of tourism industry have attracted the attention of many countries in actively promoting 

tourism as a way to stimulate their economies such as Malaysia, Indonesia, and Nepal. The world tourism 

organization has recognized the potential of tourism sector for the purpose of poverty alleviation by increased job 

creation; consequently, many developing countries are improving their tourism planning and developments 

approaches. The objective of this research article is to study and examine the key issues, satisfaction level of tourist 

and determinants of spiritual tourism and problems faced by tourist in Himachal Pradesh. To understand the 

problems and challenges related to this Pilgrimage tourism in Himachal Pradesh, we categorized these forces into 

two categories one in continuous and another in change forces. After categorization of factors we will analyze their 

importance then divide continuous forces in to vital, desirable and burden category and divide change forces into 

high, medium and low impact forces. After doing VDB and Impact analysis we will map these force into C-C Matrix 

(Change and continuity Matrix) to form strategic crystal. This strategic crystal help us to draw strategic landscape 

where we can understand the current situation in Matrix and from here we can draw “to be” strategy to improve 

the level of spiritual tourism in this district by keeping tourism arrival as our main focus. Therefore in this paper we 

will be discuss about the determinants, Challenges and problems faced by Tourism Industry, which led to the 

change in their strategy time to time but there is a need to form an detailed strategy to work on problems along with 

exact solution. Hence to frame flexible strategy requires emphasis on the continuity as well as on change forces 

which will give us a picture of Pilgrimage tourism and help us to frame strategy by aligning the change and 

continuity forces in strategic landscape. 
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Introduction 

Barber (1993) defined pilgrimage is as: "A journey resulting from religious causes, externally to a holy site 

and internally for spiritual purposes and internal understanding". This journey has existed as long as religions. The 

actual one dates back to the Middle Age when pilgrimage was very popular. Journeys, then, were very long and 

dangerous. They could take several years and were not considered as holidays. Normally, ancient pilgrims used to 
travel in groups and spend the nights in monasteries. Nowadays, this has changed for most of the people. 

Responsible pilgrimage tourism is aimed to minimize unhygienic practices by the tourists at various temples of 

Kangra valley in Himachal Pradesh. Religious pilgrimages have taken place for many hundreds of years without 
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